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From the Helm
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by Commodore
Richard Chapman

Where has the year gone? It seems like only
yesterday that the Summer sailing season
finished and the Winter season started, and now
we have just completed another successful
Winter series! The continuation of the Combined
Clubs Winter series including RPEYC, RANSA,
SASC and RSYS Members has again been
successful, especially the monthly prize giving
back at the host clubs.
For those of us who didn’t wish to brave the
Winter conditions on the water, there were plenty
of opportunities to visit the Squadron and enjoy
our waterfront surroundings: the Sunday Long
Lunches, wine master classes, cooking classes,
family meal nights, Bouillabaisse night, book club,
Bridge, and of course, lunch in the Careening
Cove Anchorage.
On Sunday 23 July, along with Rear Commodore
Christian Brook, I hosted the annual Race
Management Volunteers lunch. With approximately
80 volunteers present, Christian and I had the
chance to show our appreciation from all sailors
to those volunteers who give up their time so that
we sailors can get out on the water and enjoy the
racing the volunteers help provide.
I was privileged to host the Over 25 Year Member
lunch on Friday 28 July, which has now become
an annual event, and I welcomed new 25 year
plus Members and presented the 50 year

membership pin to those Members that have so
wholeheartedly embraced our ‘Member for Life’
philosophy.
During my presentation at the lunch, I gave
Members a brief update on our Club’s membership levels: while overall membership numbers
have increased, the uptake of Metropolitan
membership has been disappointing. You will
have seen from reading the Annual Report that
only 61 Metropolitan Members were elected to
the Squadron in the 12 month period ending May
this year. If we are to reach our goal of 1,500
Metropolitan Members by 2020, we need to do
more, and I encourage all Members to consider
inviting their friends and regular crew members
to join the Squadron.
Now that Winter is behind us, we can look
forward to Spring and the 2017/18 sailing season
which commences on Saturday 2 September.
I would like to take this opportunity to invite all
Members and their guests to the Squadron’s
Opening Day on Sunday 10 September. It is a
festive occasion, with decorated boats and crews
in fancy dress for the traditional Parade of Sail,
accompanied by raucous cannon fire; there will
be something for everyone, on water and on
land. I look forward to welcoming you on the day,
and of course, please make the Squadron your
destination of choice.

Members at the Race
Volunteers lunch on
23 July.
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Heading to the 2017
Etchells Worlds
by Martin Hill
David Chapman, Andrew Palfrey and I will be
contesting the Etchells World Championship in
September, but first we will compete in the North
American Championship in San Diego in August,
then go to San Francisco for the Pre-Worlds and
Worlds, which start September 26.
We are very much looking forward to the Worlds,
as I bought a new Etchells early this year and
we believe it is a rocket ship – stiff, light and
beautifully finished. Andrew oversaw the fitout
and from there it was almost a simple job of
adding water for our first race.
Andrew is doing both events with David and
me, which adds immeasurable experience to
our team. But it does have its drawbacks if
we want to sail four up – we’d have to lose
15 kilos collectively!
Lisa Rose (named for my wife) was built by
David Heritage in Cowes, and project managed
by Andrew. The idea was to test the boat in
Cowes and then hand over the boat to me.
We picked it up in time for the European
Championship in May and found it to be fast
downwind.

New Zealand
Champions – (l to r)
David Chapman,
Al Gair, Gair Jnr,
Alex Webster (Fleet
Captain, presenting),
Martin Hill, Leonie
Eichhorst.

We had our ups and downs at that regatta,
hosted by the Royal Yacht Squadron in Cowes
on the Isle of Wight. We finished eighth on the
first day and worked our way to the front of the
fleet in the first race next day, but the race was
called off due to the infamous tide and breeze.
By the end of the day, we were sixth overall
and the three of us were happy with that.
On the third and final day, we won all three
races to finish the Championship second overall,
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beating third place by nine points and finishing
six points off the money. On the winning crew
was double Olympic gold medallist Malcolm
Page who used to sail with me on my Farr 40
Estate Master, as do Olympic gold medallists
and America’s Cup sailors Nathan Outteridge
and Tom Slingsby at times.
The Europeans was the first time I have ever
sailed on the Solent – and to say you have to
experience the speed on the tide is an understatement, especially when it’s in full swing, as
it was when we were there. We did a training
day in 25kts and that was a blast. How you do
laylines is a real skill beyond me!
Cowes is a yachting town and the Royal Yacht
Squadron is a world of its own – steeped in
history and tradition.
Before we went to Cowes, we finished sixth at
the NSW Championship in February and then
won the Coast Etchells National Championship
in New Zealand in April, with David calling tactics
and New Zealander Alastair Gair, a gun Etchells
and Laser sailor, making up our trio. We were
competitive and it was phenomenal to get the
scores we did in Cowes and New Zealand in
hot fleets.
March was a big turnaround for me in the E22:
I went from never ever winning a race in the class
– not even a club race – to winning the Coast
New Zealand Nationals and finishing second at
the Europeans.
Of course there were a number of factors
involved, including building a new boat and
sailing with Alastair in NZ and Andrew in the
UK. That is not taking away the brilliant work of
David, who helped me win the Farr 40 Nationals
after 10 years of trying. My Farr 40 programme
is still up and running – I can move between
the two classes whose programmes don’t tend
to clash too much.
In New Zealand and Cowes we had the good
fortune of having Chris Hampton (Tango) as a
training partner. We are also looking forward
to Jeanne-Claude Strong (who won the Etchells
Victorian Championship in March and also won
the 2015 Australian Championship – the first
woman to win a major title in the Etchells) joining
us as our training partner for the Pre-Worlds
and Worlds.

I am also very grateful to the Sydney Fleet
including Darren Jones, Richie Allanson, Steve
Jarvin, Terry Wetton and Grant Crowley for
sharing their knowledge and encouragement
to sail these wonderful one design craft.

Above: Start at the
Coast Nationals NZ.
Top: Martin Hill’s AUS
925 Lisa Rose. Photos
by LiveSailDie and
Andrew Palfrey.
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Scotland to the Lofoten Islands on
Diomedea: More than a Thousand
Miles in a Thousand Words
by David McKay
It took three weeks of cold and frantic preparation
of Diomedea, our Van de Stadt 48, before we
could ease out of the marina sea gate into the
gentle zephyrs of the Clyde estuary south of
Glasgow. Diomedea had endured the Scottish
winter ashore and we returned to her in April.
We were bound for Norway via the west coast
of Scotland, then to the Orkney and Shetland
islands before crossing the North Sea. The first
weeks of May in Scotland turned out to be
generally stunning weather. After rounding the
Mull of Kintyre we close reached north to Gigha
island in 30kts. Our progress came to a rapid halt
just past the Kyle of Lochalsh at Skye when the
professionally serviced and re-sealed hydraulic
steering cylinder dumped its oil into the bilge.
Fortunately our spares list included a seal kit so
over the next two days at anchor, the cylinder
was dismantled and the new seals installed with
a successful outcome. We were then able to
enjoy the many pleasures of Loch Torridon and
Ullapool. The latter provided excellent hiking
opportunities as we were able to leave the boat
on a good mooring.

Reine harbour,
Moskenesoya,
Lofoten, seen from a
400m peak. Diomedea
is anchored toward
the left side.

We had 40kts astern for the wet and wild ride to
an anchorage in Loch Laxford, whose ‘gnashing
teeth’ entrance is sculpted from Lewisian Gneiss.
The rounding of the fearsome Cape Wrath proved
uneventful and we headed for the Orkney Islands.
Here, timing is everything with massive tidal flows,
even up to 18kts in the Pentland Firth. Diomedea

cruised past the famous Old Man of Hoy to
enter Stromness Harbour. The many Neolithic
attractions of the mainland will be known to
some readers.
Leaving Stromness proved rather more exciting
as we had mistimed the exit through Hoy sound.
A wall of white water caused by the very active
overfalls of this ‘roost’ confronted us. It was too
late to turn around in the 5kts of tide, so 20
tonnes of Diomedea steel were hurled into the
maelstrom. After motoring miles to seaward to
clear the seemingly endless overfalls, we could
finally turn on to course for the rather more
pleasant sail north to Westray, berthing in
Peirowall Harbour.
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Another tidal gate confronted us for the 87NM trip
to the Shetlands but we had more luck this time,
giving the notorious Sumburgh Head a wide berth
to arrive in Lerwick just past the 60th parallel of
latitude. The air and water temperature had now
coincided at 10°C. The trip was not without its
moments of angst, particularly when we trawled
the 115m2 Code Zero after the furling swivel failed.
Andrea and I were almost pulled overboard during
the ensuing debacle. The Shetlands provided
some excellent Neolithic/Viking/Medieval touring
opportunities particularly at Moussa Island and
Jarlshof. Feeling time pressure to get north, we
headed up to Balta Harbour on Unst Island to
prepare for the North Sea crossing to Norway.

The best way to follow
our cruise is to go to
www.skipr.net and
search for Diomedea.

View of Rodoya
harbour from the
Red Lion summit,
440m high.
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Scotland to the Lofoten
Islands on Diomedea: More
than a Thousand Miles in a
Thousand Words continued

This passage turned out to be a very unpleasant,
foggy and wet 250NM with nasty intersecting
swell trains, chaotic seas and not enough wind.
Fortunately by this time in early June, there was
really no true nocturnal darkness, so the overnight
voyage was at least partly tolerable. By midday
we had sighted the massive headland of Stattlandet and soon the 500m high peaks of Alesund
revealed themselves. We were delighted to arrive
at the flyttebrygge (floating pontoon) in the well
protected harbour of this pretty Art Nouveau city.
One of our recurring problems is that every time
we arrive in a new country it is always on a Friday
night at the beginning of a public holiday long
weekend. And so it was in Alesund. Nobody
wanted to know about our arrival. We had a
telephone call with the police who told us we
were ‘OK’. So much for border control.
From Alesund northwards, sailing is just fantastic.
The coast is sheltered by the tens of thousands
of off-lying skerries and shoals. Flat water, good
breeze, endless daylight, astonishingly accurate
charts (they need to be), and only about a million
anchorages all with incredible vistas. We used
our light wind sails a lot more than expected.
Just don’t expect to save money when you step
ashore. High quality cold climate clothing is a
must, as is a good boat heater. A collection of

The Svartissen
glacier, which comes
to about 100m above
sea level.

pilot books is really crucial for this coast and even
with them it is overwhelming, there are just so
many possibilities. Sailing here requires a lot of
attention to navigation due to the enormous
abundance of rocks, shallows, small islands,
bridges, overhead cables, undersea cables
and pipelines, and aquaculture hardware. All
well marked by the fastidious Norwegians.
Overnight stops can be made in defined ports
and harbours, small fishing hamlets, at big and
small islands, amongst skerries, inshore and
offshore, but the fjords tend to be difficult due
to depth. Confusingly many names are recycled
so lat/long data is mandatory in finding things.
The solstice of 21 June was celebrated just north
of the Arctic Circle at Nesoya. Of course by then
nighttime had well and truly ceased to exist. No
need for an anchor light at all. We watched as the
sun slid to the north west then north and then
started rising again in the north east. Diomedea
left Bodo and enjoyed an excellent 50NM sail
across to the harbour of Reine on Moskenesoya
in the Lofoten group. The approach to these
islands is nothing short of spectacular, with
dramatic rock spires still covered with snow.
Our base in Scotland was now 1369NM in our
wake. The intricate Lofoten coastline and stunning
mountain panoramas awaited our exploration.

RSYS Winter
Series

RSYS Vice Commodore David Ward welcomed
guests from RANSA, SASC, RPEYC, CYCA,
MHYC, Sailability, Balmain and Manly on Saturday
29 July and opened the proceedings for the
RSYS hosted 12 race series.
“The Combined Clubs’ Winter series is in its
second year and has proven to be popular, as
evident in the increased fleet numbers, especially
in the non-spinnaker division. Feedback from
competitors has indicated that everyone enjoys
the extra competition,” he said.
A number of boats competed in every race and
were acknowledged the stalwarts of the series:
Optimum, Stuart Jordan; Mr Mojo, George
Kompolthy; Primary Wave, Ron Montague;
Esquisse 2, Richard Staines; Capriccio, Tony
Craven; Kirsten II, Ken Chase & John Bowman;
Double Dutch, Phil Tanner; A Bus, Andrew
Goldfinch; Hyperion II, Ian & Anna Shepherd; Hell
Razer, Ian MacDiarmid; Game Set, Craig Roberts;
Moonbeam, Bart Foley; Silky, Tony Hirst; Solange,
Will Hutchinson, Trevor Carroll & Andrew King;
Alouette, John Waring
2017 RSYS Winter 12 Race Series Results
Super 30 Division
1st Optimum – Stuart Jordan
2nd Mako – Cameron Wiklund
3rd Sigurd – Ian Dencker
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Division 1
1st Hell Razer – Ian MacDiarmid
2nd Game Set – Craig Roberts
3rd Erica – Peter Williams
Division 2
1st Moonbeam – Bart Foley
2nd Silky – Tony Hirst
3rd Solange – Will Hutchinson, Trevor Carroll
& Andrew King
Division 3
1st Primary Wave – Ron Montague
2nd Loose Change – Michael Bleakley
3rd Esquisse 2 – Richard Staines
Non-spinnaker division
1st Double Dutch – Phil Tanner
2nd Much Ado – Richard Wither
3rd A Bus – Andrew Goldfinch
Classic division
1st Eloise – Adrian Broadbent
2nd Fagel Grip – Jerry Lees
3rd Makama – Chris Gosselin

Super 30 Division
winner, Optimum –
Stuart Jordan.
Winter Series start.
Photo by John
Jeremy.
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The Samui Regatta,
an Asian Sailing
Adventure
by Philip Brown
Sailing a regatta in Asian waters is a very different
experience from sailing a series in Sydney Harbour
and offshore – and not just because of the heat.
In the third week of May 2017 two Squadron
Members, Gordon Ketelbey and Philip Brown,
were part of the crew of 10 who raced Ramrod,
a slightly aging Farr 40, in the Samui Regatta off
the island of Koh Samui in Eastern Thailand.

The Chewang Beach
tender service.

The boat is owned by a small syndicate including
RSYS Members Gordon Ketelbey and Peter
Sorensen. Purchased earlier this year in Hong
Kong, the boat is kept in SE Asian waters to
compete in the Asian Grand Prix series of
regattas held each year. Following acquisition in
Hong Kong, Gordon and various friends delivered
her first to Subic Bay in the Philippines, then
to Chewang Beach on Koh Samui. This was a
considerable feat given the weather conditions
and that Farr 40s are designed as day race boats
– not very suitable for ocean passages, even
deliveries. The problems of a second hand boat
emerged as the voyage proceeded, including
the Yanmar diesel engine sucking air and intermittently stopping when motor sailing. However,
the issues were fixed in time for the Samui

Regatta and an eager crew of 10 people, mostly
from Sydney, assembled at Chewang Beach to
race Ramrod for the week.
The Regatta had a long list of sponsors led by the
principal sponsor of many years, Centara Beach
Hotel, which is the largest and smartest hotel
in the Chewang area in the true ‘grand hotel’
tradition of SE Asia. The 15 competing boats
were anchored just off the Chewang Beach and
the tender service provided was a traditional Thai
‘long tail’ boat powered by a recycled car engine
and operated by a skilled local fisherman – all part
of the adventure of sailing in Thailand! Most days
after the boat was packed up and secured, some
of us swam to the beach instead of waiting for
the long tail boatman. The swim was a pleasant
relief after spending up to eight hours on the boat
in sometimes stifling heat during the day of racing.
The racing programme was solid, with 10 races
scheduled for the week, including two ’passage’
races to add variety to the windward/leeward
tracks. Following a practice race in light and
fading breezes on the Sunday, the regatta got
away to a strong start with three straight windward/
leeward races on the Monday in breezes ranging
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Sebana Cove Marina, which is situated up an
estuary in Malaysia just opposite Singapore. With
breezes always forward of the beam and sometimes over 15kts it was not the most comfortable
delivery trip, particularly given the constant heat
and humidity of the region. However, we added
interest by stopping at three Malaysian islands
on the way, swimming at coral reefs and eating
local food in the town and resort restaurants
we could find. Galley and catering facilities on
board Ramrod are minimalist but we did have
an effective icebox which kept the beer cold
until the last day when we could not buy any
ice for the final leg of the delivery.

from 8 to 15kts. As well as a cruising division and
a multihull division, there were two fleets of race
boats to accommodate the significant variation
in size. The A division included two TP 52s and
a 60 footer from Hong Kong. The B division had
seven boats competing and ’professionals’ were
included in most crews. As a result, the racing
was very competitive with some spectacular
tactics on the start line and constant crosstacking
which made for an exciting set of races. The
breezes were mostly in the 5-15kts range and
tended to die down as the day heated up. The
passage race taking us south down the east
coast of Koh Samui on the Friday included
several hours of ’glass out’ conditions but the
breeze returned in time to allow all boats to finish
the race. Generally, there was sufficient breeze
each day to make the racing truly competitive.
The IRC rating held by Ramrod based on a Farr
40 class rating was a heavy handicap for us
compared to the ratings for some other boats;
however, we did manage to win the trophy for
the final day with a first and third placing. It was
most satisfying to be first around the windward
mark in the first race on Friday after a brilliant
start, set up by our tactician Steve McConachy.
The helmsman for the whole series was Gordon
Ketelbey.
Following the race week a residual crew of five of
us motor sailed Ramrod some 500NM south to

By travelling mainly overnight with a ‘two on
watch’ system of two hours on and three hours
off, we managed to thread our way through
the constant mass of fishing boats at night,
particularly in Thai waters. Fishing boats in
Thailand do not bother with red/green navigation
lights, so identifying which way they were going
was always interesting. Fortunately we avoided
picking up any trailing nets. We also managed to
get sufficiently ahead of schedule to spend a
night at the Barat Beach Resort hotel on Tioman
Island, a relatively large island off the coast where
we were able to check into Malaysian Customs
and Immigration (always an exercise in patience.)
As a final memorable note to the delivery voyage,
we had the pleasure of watching Gordon swim
to the beach to collect his iPad (essential for our
navigation) which was inadvertently left charging
in the restaurant at the Barat Resort. The hotel
was on the opposite side of the island to the
marina where we had left the boat, and Gordon
realised his mistake of leaving his computer
behind only on getting back on board. The island
has a large and steep mountain road over which
we had travelled by car to get to and from the
resort hotel; going back by road was not an
appealing alternative. So we motored around the
island and Gordon retrieved his iPad packed in a
’dry bag,’ swimming back to the waiting Ramrod
motoring up and down off the beach.
The Asian Regatta adventure was concluded with
a flight back to Sydney from Singapore on the
Saturday night exactly two weeks after arriving
in Koh Samui. As always, friendships and good
memories of enjoyable competitive sailing were
the rewards of the trip.

Above: The beautiful
gold buddhist Laem Sor
Pagoda in Koh Samui.
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Australian Women’s
Keelboat Regatta
by Sara Ladd

Bottom: the crew –
Elyse GuevaraRattray, Kat ZbrojaWotherspoon, Sara
Ladd, Olga Skatkova,
Maria Nash, Teresa
Dowd and Liz
Borberg.

I can’t quite count the number of times that I have
been told that it’s in the small sail boats that you
develop your sailing skill, and that once you can
sail a small boat, you can sail anything. It’s all
in the small boat nuances they say – you won’t
understand the impact of weight balance on a 35’
if you don’t understand it on an Yngling, and you
won’t understand it on an Yngling if you haven’t
had your share of capsizes on a Laser. Never was
this sailing adage better illustrated than for our
team during the Australian Women’s Keelboat
Regatta (AWKR) over the Queen’s birthday in
Melbourne.

Seven of us travelled from Sydney for the event.
We all sail in the Yngling fleet from RSYS in the
Tuesday Twilights and Mini regattas. Together we
have a combination of other sailing experience –
match racing, Lasers, Elliotts and big boats.
The AWKR is an annual event held in St. Kilda
at the Royal Melbourne Yacht Squadron. The
regatta is in its 28th year and regularly draws
nearly 200 sailors and 25 boats. The event is
very much a community one, with boat owners
lending their boats out for teams to use. Not
only is this gesture a generous one, it also
creates a fleet of diverse boats competing.
Diverse, but there were no Ynglings competing!
So our crew of seven stepped on to a Melges
32 named EnvyUs for the event. The Yngling is
21 feet, the Melges 32 is 32 feet; the Yngling
symmetrical spinnaker is 20m2, the Melges 32
asymmetrical spinnaker is 110m2, you get the
idea…
Elyse Guevara-Rattray and Kat ZbrojaWotherspoon shared helming of the boat, with
Elyse also acting as mastermind organising
the team going to Melbourne. Liz Borberg and
Teresa Dowd worked the foredeck and pit.
Olga Skatkova and I trimmed the jib, with Olga
also assisting with spinnaker hoists and drops.
Karyn Gojnich and I trimmed the spinnaker on
subsequent days. Maria Nash acted as tactician
and filled in where needed. We were very grateful
to Karyn for travelling down for the training and
first day of racing to settle us into the boat.
EnvyUs was lent to us by Dennis John Clark.
We were quite lucky that it came with a few
extras – a support boat manned by Rex Allum
and Peter McFarlane and a member of the
regular crew, Teresa Dowd, who raced with us
and gave us knowhow on the boat and Port
Phillip.
We were very happy with how we were able to
sail the boat and even more pleased when we
came first in our division! It was inspiring for all
of us to see so many women sailing at such a
high level. Overall the event was an incredibly fun
one for us – each of us enjoyed the challenge of
applying the skills we’ve developed in a smaller
boat to a much larger and more powerful boat
than we’re used to sailing. We’re looking forward
to going back again next year!

2017 World
Masters Games
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by Rob Lowndes
The popularity of Laser Masters sailing continues
unabated. People over 45 years easily outnumber
all young people sailing the most popular adult/
youth sailing boat in the world. Masters categories
start at 35 years (Apprentice Masters), then 45
(Masters), 55 (Grand Masters), 65 (Great Grand
Masters) and in the last few years 75+ (The
Legends!)
Auckland hosted the 2017 WMG in Auckland
in April this year. Sailing was conducted from
Torbay Sailing Club about half an hour’s drive
north of the city. The classes were Lasers
(Standard and Radial) and for the first time an
exciting Kiwi invention called a Weta which is a
sort of trimaran with simple rig and gennaker.
The Auckland WMG sailing was an outstanding
success with 150 Lasers from a wide range of
countries including 28 Australians. Torbay SC
hosted the Youth Sailing World Championship
in December 2016 from its newly expanded
clubhouse, and so its many volunteers were very
experienced in how to provide the best onshore
and offshore regatta management.
We had good winds for three days with two light
days in the middle. The Hauraki Gulf provided
exciting downwind rides on the windy days.

Mark Bethwaite
receiving his gold
medal.

Overall it was great racing.
The Squadron had two Members sailing in the
Great Grand Masters Division: Mark Bethwaite
in the Standard Laser, and myself in the Radial.
We both easily won our divisions and also did
very well in the fleets of younger Grand Masters
with whom we raced. We are both also current
ILCA World Champions in our respective
divisions and will be defending our titles in Split
in September. We are also keen to defend our
WMG titles at the next games at Kansai in Japan
in May 2021. Why not join us?

Rob Lowndes. Photo
CMGSport.
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International
Yngling 2017 World
Championship
by Sara Ladd

Photographs
Eize Hoekstra

There was no hesitation when I received the
phone call in late March inviting me to join
Michael Nash and Alexia Biggs on their campaign
to sail in the 2017 Yngling World Championship.
Michael had been encouraged each year to join
the Yngling Worlds since meeting former World
Champion Maarten Jamin in Sydney in 2012. The
promise this time of a good charter boat and sails
sweetened the deal, so when three-time Worlds’
competitor Alexia asked Michael if he wanted to
go, he was at the ready.
I was introduced to Michael at the beginning of
the sailing season last year; I was learning to
steer in the RSYS Tuesday Twilights and Michael

was happy to spend some time teaching me.
Alexia and I met at the Stepping Stone House
Regatta earlier this year, and from that meeting
we ended up sailing together in the Manly
Women’s Challenge. With a host of sailing
experiences combined (the longest being
Michael’s), the three of us were yet to race
together.
With racing beginning mid-July, we had a little
over three months for training and preparation.
This meant early morning and late afternoon
sessions before and after work, with longer
sessions on the weekends. After graduating from
the LOTS programme at RSYS, the 2016-2017
was my first full season on the Yngling crewing
for Karyn Gojnich and Ruth McCance, and as
a foredeck moving to middle, I had quite a lot
to learn about setting a spinnaker before we left.
Michael focused quite a bit of our training on
‘scrambling’, meaning that we were always trying
to do our jobs quickly, and resolve issues as fast
as possible.
The Yngling Worlds are held annually, hosted
by a different country each year. This year they
were held in The Netherlands, in Friesland on
the Sneekermeer. The Sneekermeer is a shallow
lake; there was even talk that at some points in
the middle, where a road used to be, you could
nearly touch the bottom standing up. Due to
the depth the water is quite muddy as sediment
from the bottom is churned up with all the traffic.
Though we knew that it was just dirt in the water,
we couldn’t help but wonder what we were being
dipped in when the smell of fertilizer was blown
across the lake! The features of the lake also
meant a few adjustments to sailing, as the boats
would ‘suck’ to the bottom of the lake when
reaching; running dead downwind was the
fastest for the runs.

Far right: Winner of
Division 3 inshore
point score was
Margaret Rintoul
who takes away the
coveted New York
Yacht Club trophy.

Our team arrived in Sneek a week and a half
before the event. This gave us time to put our
boat in the water, rig it and train in it before the
racing started. I’d been advised before going to
check what the boat rigging was like – a change
to the spinnaker halyard placement or a different
hobbling system could affect who was doing
what task. We did in fact find this to be the case:
there were no footstraps but a hobble system,
and the placement of the Cunningham, required
us to adapt.
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In Sydney our Yngling fleet ranges from 8-14
boats competing in the Mini regattas and
Nationals. Going from a fleet of around 10 to 44
was interesting in many ways. The wind on the
Sneekermeer was shifty, sometimes shifting 40
degrees in a matter of moments. This meant that
there were big gains (and conversely big losses)
to be made during the race. With such a big fleet
you could easily see the shifts across the lake
in the positioning of the boats across the fleet,
yet on our downward runs, Michael’s finesse in
keeping us in clear air and the best breeze was
where we excelled.
On our third day of racing, heading back out
from lunch for our afternoon races, our main
halyard snapped while I was pulling the main up.
Michael’s scrambling method of training was put
into immediate practice. With the help of our
Dutch trainer, Mark Schuurman, who raced out
from the island on his RIB to find a new halyard
for us, plus the tireless support from our Aussie
Chief Measurer Peter Carter and his wife Lorraine,
we unrigged the boat, used the balcony railing
at the club to support the mast, replaced the
halyard, and re-rigged the boat in 35 minutes
resulting in a loss of that race, but only that race.
Under tow to the race area, I was still connecting
the vang under the cuddy, whilst Alexia was up
on the bow re-attaching the spinnaker sheets,
and Michael was screaming “We’re racing!”
We had exactly four minutes to the race start –
and incredibly we were on the start line. With
adrenalin pumping all around, this race was our
best to that point, with a result of 6th place!
It was our turning point. Our team was more
solidified, we had overcome adversity and
our better understanding of the lake and local
weather patterns resulted in great gains for us
in the second half of the week. A few seconds,
a third and a fourth place boosted our score
and spirits to see us finish 7th overall in what
will be a memorable and exciting Championship
for each of us to cherish for a long time to
come.

Sara and Alexia
dressed for the
Aussie party
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Squadron Development
Programme News
by Angus Olding
The Squadron Development Programme (SDP)
is an 11 month course running from April to
February for Club Members aged 16-25 years.
Over winter, training has been focused on the
foundation skills of boat handling, speed and
teamwork/processes. On top of training, the
squad has competed in numerous local and
international regattas in both fleet and match
racing formats, where the skills learnt have
been tested and practised.
We have achieved some positive results so far.
We came 2nd at the Interclub Championship
in June, in which we competed against NCYC,
RPAYC and CYCA. We attained 3rd position at
the Open Queensland Match Racing Championship hosted by Southport Yacht Club in June.
In July, two RSYS teams travelled to Darwin for
the inaugural Australian Maid International Youth
Match Racing Regatta hosted by Darwin Sailing
Club and we achieved a 3rd position.
RSYS participants in the above regattas were:
Fergus Abbott, Charlotte Alexander, Henry
Davison, Mitch Evans, Ben Fraser, Charlotte
Griffin, Carl Hansen, Madi Kornman, Hugh
MacDiarmid, Eddie Moult, Angus Olding, Zac
Quinlan, Henry Rochford, Nick Rozenauers
and Adam Swiderski.
The Head Coach of the squad is Klade Hauschildt
and he runs three training sessions a week for
us. Our training sessions now will begin to focus
more on match racing tactics and asymmetric
spinnaker sailing.

Two RSYS teams
competed in Darwin.
Right: Bronze at
Southport YC.

We would like to thank the Club and the
Squadron Foundation for their ongoing support
with the programme. Without this support it
wouldn’t be possible to develop our training
and continually improve, or have the opportunity
to compete at amazing regattas.

Cruising News

Navigating the Barrier Reef
by Richard Lawson
Sixty Members and guests attended the
presentation on coastal navigation delivered
by Barry Cuneo, Rear Commodore of Royal
Queensland Yacht Squadron. Barry’s talk was
focussed on a recent cruise he and other RSYS
Members enjoyed to ‘The Swains’ on the outer
Barrier Reef off the Queensland coast. This was
on board RSYS Member Mark Johnson’s 20
metre cruiser Northerly. It also covered some
of Barry’s experiences during his 34 years on
merchant ships, including his time as a super
tanker captain, the largest of which had a dwt
of 400,000 tonnes when fully loaded.
Members were fascinated to hear about his
attitude to planning of passages and about
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caution when approaching reefs, many of which
have not been surveyed since Captain Cook
sailed the east coast of Australia in 1770. He
drew attention to the dangers of reliance on
digital charts which are extrapolated from paper
charts, thus compounding inaccuracies.

From left to right: Paul
Thackray, Barry Cuneo
and Richard Lawson.

Many thanks to Barry who made the time to
travel to our Club for this excellent presentation.
The photo shows Barry Cuneo with Cruising
Group Chairman Richard Lawson sporting an
injured wing and Paul Thackray who was on
board for the Swains cruise and who invited
Barry to deliver his presentation.
Whale Watching
by John Hancox
Inspired by Dog Cato’s recent Cruising Division
presentation regarding whale sounds and
migration of humpback whales up the east
coast of Australia, I decided to do a bit of whale
watching outside Sydney Heads from my sailing
yacht Magnificat, a 36’ Catalina. Although I had
seen whales whilst sailing between destinations
up and down the coast of NSW and Queensland,
I had never paused long enough to enjoy the
sights of these magnificent animals.
Doug had indicated in his presentation that since
the cessation of whaling on the East Coast in
1962 and the commencement of counting from
Point Lookout on North Stradbroke Island, the
humpback whale population had increased year

A large adult
humpback came
out of nowhere.
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Cruising News
Continued

on year at a consistent rate of 10.5%. Estimated
numbers in 2017 are somewhere between 27,000
and 30,000. At the time of writing, we had been
out on five occasions and encountered plenty of
whales breeching, tail splashing and thrashing
flippers. On one occasion a large adult came from
nowhere and breached in the classic manner
within a few metres of the bow, scaring us enough
to call it off for the day, having seen more than
enough to satisfy us. On another occasion, we
followed five whales for over an hour as they
zig-zagged northwards and rewarded us with
some amazing activity. All our sightings have
been within 4 NM of Sydney Heads, making it an
easy round trip of about four hours from Kirribilli.
The best time for viewing seems to be the month
of July but with such a large population they begin
in late June and continue through August. Some
tips for good sightings: fine weather, west winds
up to 15kts to flatten the seas, and raise a reefed
main to help stabilise the boat. There are lots out
there.

Now in its 11th edition, the CAWC was founded
and is still overseen by renowned round the
world single hander Sir Robin Knox Johnston.
The principle is to give adventure seekers (not
necessarily with any prior sailing experience)
the opportunity to circumnavigate the world on
a custom 70 foot yacht with 21 others racing
against 11 similar yachts with similar crews, each
paying an undisclosed sum for the experience of
being sleep deprived, hungry, wet and cold for
much of the voyage.
Michael had first to attend a three week training
course which he passed with flying colours, and
was given the role of on-board safety officer. A
vital role given the level of risk and the isolation
of where these yachts were racing.
He described the relentless time table where
weeks of hard racing were followed by short
weeks in port preparing for the next leg. The race
incorporated the Rolex Sydney Hobart, and his
boat Da Nag won its division. That was a mere
630 mile dash compared to the first leg of over
4,000 miles!
In all he sailed with 53 different crew members on
the various legs, at times testing compatibility and
patience. Watches were four hours on four off
during the night and six on six off during the day.
Each day, one crew member stood out of watch
to be ‘Mother’ doing the cooking and cleaning.
Michael’s friendly off the cuff delivery showed
through as he entertained the 50 plus arm chair
sailors with endless stories of his memorable
voyage. Time ran out for Michael to answer the
many questions – a sure sign that we had been
treated to a very interesting speaker and a most
enjoyable evening.

Squadron armchair
sailors enjoyed
Michael Molesworth’s
gripping tales.

Clipper Around the World Challenge
By John Taylor
On Wednesday 26 July the Cruising Division
hosted a captivating talk by Clipper Around the
World Challenge sailor Michael Molesworth. Using
action video footage together with many ‘stark
reality’ stills, Michael captured the exciting and
mundane aspects of his nine month gruelling race
to eight countries.

On Wine-Dark Sea
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by Sarah Goddard-Jones

To say that our departure from Sydney for our two
year circumnavigation of Australia was rushed,
would definitely be an understatement. We had
intended to have two full weeks slowly sorting
out our lives aboard our 15 metre yacht, before
leaving. In the end, we had about two and a half
days! We had not allowed for extra time needed
at the boatyard, due to inclement weather, where
we had last minute checks and anti-fouling
done. It still makes me laugh that we didn’t really
bargain for the weather, when it’s always the
first thing we check every day! Nonetheless, we
managed to get everything aboard and did make
our departure date for an Easter farewell with
friends in Pittwater.
When we finally left Pittwater after the Squadron
Cruise, we started to feel like we were really going
on a voyage, but our short trip to Newcastle, with
a week in the marina there catching up with family,
felt like we were still close to home. It wasn’t until
we left Port Stephens, with the next destination
being Queensland, that we really began to feel
like we were leaving home. This was the first time
during the trip that we had to do some overnight
sailing, and fortunately we found we were very
well prepared for this. With pre-prepared meals in
the freezer, we could quickly heat and eat dinner
in the evening before starting our watch system.
We ran three hour watches, starting at 6pm in the
evening, and found this worked really well for us.
It was only when the auto helm ram dropped
off the quadrant, and we had to hand steer for
three hours with little chance to break, that it was
tough. However, this was about 12 hours out of
Southport, so we were able to stop in Southport
and re-attach the auto helm, then resume the
passage.
For the first time ever, we dropped anchor in
Marine Stadium, instead of going to a marina,
and this was very comfortable and much quicker
than going all the way down the Broadwater.
It also saved us a heap of money, which we
have to be more mindful of with less income now.
Once rested, we resumed course for Mooloolaba,
where we had an interesting entry to the river
over a shoal bank which was only just as deep
as our keel at high water. Lesson learned that
we need to check the Notices to Mariners before
making the entry here, as it would have shown
us the shoaling and a suitable alternative route!

Top: Cape Capricorn,
marking our arrival in
the tropics.
Above: Beach BBQ –
saving on gas.
Left: Making pasta for
dinner.
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On Wine-Dark Sea
Continued

We also found refuelling was difficult in
Mooloolaba, with no fuel dock, necessitating
a trip with a marina trolley and our jerry cans to
a servo.
Once we had rounded Fraser Island, we no
longer needed to do overnight passages, with so
many islands and anchorages within easy sailing
distance. Life became very laid back, with the
weather our only dictator as to whether we moved
or stayed put. We have been very lucky with the
weather so far, seeing very little rain, and not
much wind over 20 kts, however this can make
you lazy in terms of stowage. We have a checklist,
now learned through repetition, of all the checks
we need to do before raising the anchor or leaving
the dock. So long as we do everything on that
list, it doesn’t matter if the wind is four knots or
40, we should be prepared for sea. It covers items
like closing certain seacocks, ensuring all hatches
are shut, having prepared snacks and water to
hand in the cockpit, having the chart and log book
ready, ensuring washing up is dry and put away,
and so on.
We also have a standard procedure for raising the
anchor to ensure the chain does not jam in the
well and the anchor does not twist. This involves
Pete at the bow with the anchor remote and me

Beautiful Hexham
Island.

stowing the chain in the anchor well until we have
20 metres to retrieve. At this point, I go to the
helm, with Pete directing me from the bow. We
have signs for our common routine so we don’t
need to shout (15 metres is a long way to shout!),
and I know when I can start to slowly motor in
gear out of our anchorage. Any anchor twist is
dealt with by Pete using the boat hook to swivel
the anchor before stowing it. When all is stowed
and we are in safe water, Pete goes and closes
the anchor well bulkhead. We have not had any
anchor dramas yet.
The biggest issue we have run into so far has
been the public moorings in the Whitsundays.
They are built to accommodate large power
boats, so the lines on them are so massive they
are too big for our cleats and there is too much
length from the buoy to our bow. With strong
tides and little breeze, the mooring ground
tackle managed to wrap itself behind our keel,
with the strain causing the rope to bite into the
trailing edge of our keel. It needs to be repaired,
and with all trades busy on repair work in the
Whitsundays, we now have to head south to
Mackay to get this work done. At the time of
writing, Pete and I are anticipating a long day
of upwind sailing to Mackay.

470 World
Championship
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by Will Ryan
The World’s best 470 sailors converged on
Thessaloniki, Greece in the first week of July for
the first World Championship since last year’s
Olympic Games.

Left to right: Will
Ryan, Mat Belcher
and coach Victor
Kovalenko.

Scorching temperatures around 38°C and light
sea breezes made for a tricky racecourse, and
with three races a day on some days, it turned
into a marathon seven day event!
Despite having had a relaxed year by our
standards, my crew mate Mat Belcher and I
approached the event in medal contention, but
with the lighter breezes and the lead-in event
results looking set to favour the lighter North
European teams, we anticipated mixed results.
On the opening two days we did a nice job to
build our form and avoid any high counters.
However the Swedish pairing of Dahlberg/
Bergstrom opened their account on form
setting the bench mark high with a near perfect
scorecard.
The conditions were on the lower edge of the 470
Class open pumping rule (this means that crews
can pump their sails continuously, somewhat
similar to windsurfers, to fan the sails and assist
in moving the boat forwards) it became a game of
attrition over the three days of Gold Fleet racing
and our fitness became evident. We separated on
points from the rest of the pack and then closed
the points gap on the Swedish team, setting up
a who-beats-who final medal race showdown!
Matt and I engaged the Swedes early in the
pre-start, took the early initiative and after almost
scoring a penalty on the other boat, luffed
the Swedish team close to the line in the final
seconds. As the Swedish team sailed back
below the start line worried that they were OCS
(on-course-side), we were able to tack clear into
a controlling position to extend in front of the
fleet. We crossed the finish line first, securing
my fourth 470 World Championship title and
Matt’s seventh. It was also a remarkable 19th
World title for coach Victor Kovalenko!
After claiming a Silver Medal at last year’s
Olympic Games, this year has been a transition
year for us as we combine a range of other sailing
opportunities and explore our possible pathway
towards Tokyo 2020. I have also sailed with fellow
RSYS Members on Forty in a number of Farr40
class events, twilights and charity events.

470 Men – Top Ten Overall
1. Mathew Belcher/Will Ryan (AUS 11)
2. Anton Dahlberg/Fredrik Bergstrom (SWE 349)
3. David Bargehr/Lukas Mähr (AUT 1)
4. Hippolyte Machetti/Sidoine Dantes (FRA 79)
5. Deniz Cinar/Ates Cinar (TUR 890)
6. Giacomo Ferrari/Giulio Calabro (ITA 757)
7. Stuart McNay/David Hughes (USA 1)
8. Zangjun Xu/Chao Wang (CHN 067)
4. Paul Snow-Hansen/Daniel Willcox (NZL 2)
10. Panagiotis Mantis/Pavlos Kagialis (GRE 1)
Post Script: Since the 470 Worlds, Will has
competed in the M32 Series at Harbour Springs,
North Michigan, and at the time of writing is in St
Petersburg, Russia for the World Match Racing
Tour event with Team GAC Pindar with Ian
Williams. We look forward to hearing more!

Crossing the finish
line in first place.
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Youth News

pressure. Our squad had some promising results
and a lot of great lessons which we hope to
use in the upcoming regattas both domestically
and abroad as people head to their designated
class world championships. After almost six
hours on the water on the first day, the lack of
regattas over the off-season could be noticed as
the 100m walk up the beach with the boats felt
more like a marathon then a stroll.

East Coast Championship
10-11 June, George’s River SC
by Oskar Hansen

After a good night’s sleep, the team reunited
ready to take on day two. Unfortunately, the lack
of wind resulted in no racing being conducted
and thereby many hours of sitting bobbing in
the middle of Botany Bay. Despite only one day
of racing being conducted, the general vibe
was positive as the Squadron sailors realised
the improvements they had made and became
more motivated to continue to train hard in the
lead up to Queensland Youth Week in the July
holiday break and the World Championships of
the respective classes.

This regatta served as a perfect opportunity for
RSYS sailors to reflect on the improvements they
had made over the last couple of months as well
as a chance to evaluate their individual strengths
and weaknesses compared to the competition.
With the support of our Club, both the Laser and
Optimist fleets received coaching at the regatta
which proved invaluable.
On the first day of racing, the boat park was full
of laughs, smiles and excitement despite the
downpour. Just before noon, the Squadron team
enthusiastically set sail from the beach and made
their way out to the course on Botany Bay. With
limited wind from an easterly direction and a king
tide, there was bound to be some interesting
racing. The first day was enjoyable for most as
big lead changes meant that the majority of the
team had some great moments at the front of
the fleet. As the day progressed, the breeze got
lighter and lighter and eventually the penultimate
race of the day became more of a question about
who could avoid the tide and remain in the better

Laser 4.7 winners Sylvie
Stannage and Zac West
with coach Mike Leigh.

Results
Laser 4.7 (11 boats)
1st
Zac West
2nd
Sylvie Stannage
4th
Daniel Costandi
5th
Mark Louis
6th
Brooke Wilson
9th
Gretel Payne
10th Daniel Kemp
11th Paul Davison
Laser Radial (9 Boats)
1st
Marlena Berzins
3rd
Jack Littlechild

4th
6th
7th
9th 	

Oskar Hansen
Maddie O’Shea
Tim Stubbs-Race
D’Arcy Kemp

Opti Intermediate (28 Boats)
15th Oliver McLachlan
18th Angus Maple-Brown
22nd Xavier McLachan
24th Isobel Payne

Queensland Youth Week
30 June-4 July,
Royal Queensland Yacht Squadron
by Brooke Wilson
More than 200 sailors competed in this year’s
regatta in both single handed classes (Sabot,
Bic Techno, Laser 4.7, Laser Radial, Open Bic,
Optimist Green, Intermediate and Open) and
double handed (125, 29er, 420, Flying 11,
Hobie 16, Nacra 15 and Sabot.)
The Squadron had 14 sailors travel north to
compete in this year’s event and they raced in
the Optimist Intermediate, Bic Techno, Laser
4.7 and Laser Radial classes.
On the Laser 4.7 course, we completed eight
races, of which four were held on the last day.
The regatta featured light winds generally that
challenged us all. The race committee did an
excellent job of getting as many races away as
possible.
On the Laser courses, we were fortunate enough
to have our coach Mike Leigh. I think we can
all agree that the early morning starts, fitness
and theory sessions at the Squadron helped us
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achieve our goals and recognise what we need
to keep working on.
We all learnt a lot and everyone should be
extremely proud of how they went. This event
was also a great team bonding experience and
we all had a lot of fun!
Well done to all of the Squadron sailors who
attended this year’s event. For many this was
their first Youth Week, and definitely not their last.
Results
Laser 4.7 (34 boats)
1st
Jack Littlechild
2nd
Zac West
6th
Brooke Wilson
8th
Mark Louis
11th Sylvie Stannage
12th AJ Whitnall
14th Daniel Costandi
22nd Gretel Payne
23rd Daniel Kemp
26th Paul Davison
Laser Radial (15 boats)
8th
Maddie O’Shea
10th D’Arcy Kemp
Nacra 15 (10 Boats)
3rd
Will Cooley and Ami Giri
Bic Techno (14 boats)
8th
Vaughan O’Shea
Opti Intermediate (28 boats)
18th Isobel Payne
Opti Green (10 boats)
5th
Ben Tattersall

Above: Isobel Payne
Opti sailor.
Below left: the Laser
team at the East Coast
Championship.
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The Harrisons, Dollards
and Weavers Sail Tahiti
by Rex Harrison
Six of us set off at the end of April for 12 days
in Tahiti – seven days on a skippered Catana 47
catamaran, two in seaside bungalows on shore
in Bora Bora and then two more in the capital
Papeete.
Our catamaran Colorado has four cabins and
four heads with two additional cabins in the
bow for a skipper and cook if required. We
took the skipper but decided that we would do
the cooking ourselves. We also took on board
some excellent French wine that we ordered in
advance.
In retrospect the decision to take the skipper
was really smart because Fréderic had extensive
local knowledge and he took us to the best
anchorages and did all the navigating, so we
simply sat back and enjoyed the occasion. The
buoyage system in the lagoons can be tricky…
but that wasn’t our problem.
The weather was consistently fine apart from
the odd afternoon or evening shower; the day
temperatures ranged through the high twenties
and the trade winds blew day and night from the
east at 10-15kts. The temperature drop at night
accompanied by the breeze was very welcome.
The amazing aqua blue of the sea over the sand
in the lagoons made swimming and snorkeling
very appealing.

Top: l to r Simon and
Eileen Dollard, Rex
Harrison, Nancy
Weaver, Lynette
Harrison and Ross
Weaver enjoying
Moorea.
Above: An anchorage
in Bora Bora.
Right: Fréderic our
skipper.

We developed our basic itinerary with Mariner
Boating in Sydney and then did the fine tuning
with the skipper in Tahiti. We visited the four
islands of the Leeward group: Raiatea, Huahine,
Tahaa and Bora Bora on the yacht and then
added a day excursion to the island of Moorea,
which is near Papeete. Trevor Joyce of Mariner
tells me that Fréderic’s input has been invaluable
in the development of the 2018 Tahiti Yacht Rally
programme.
Our first leg to Huahine was upwind so we
motored and then took a mooring in front of the
rustic Huahine Yacht Club where we had dinner.
After topping up with fresh food at the market
the next morning, we sailed south down the
lagoon to Avea Bay where we did some excellent
snorkeling on the reef before anchoring in front of
Chez Tara, an authentic family restaurant right on
the beach where we enjoyed an excellent dinner.
The next morning was an early start on our
north westerly leg to Tahaa where we sailed
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anticlockwise around the island inside the reef
before anchoring at the coral gardens on the
western side of the island. The tidal flow into the
lagoon provides the propulsion for a drift over
the coral and through the schools of tropical fish.
The following passage to Bora Bora was with
a 15 kt north easterly on the beam and with
both rolling headsails out we made excellent
time without spilling the drinks. Bora Bora is
dominated from all angles by the very spectacular
Mount Otemanu, which was also sighted by
Captain Cook in 1769. Upon entering the lagoon
through Teavanu Pass we anchored for lunch
close to a clutch of super yachts that included the
Packers’ Arctic P. We than managed a mooring
in front of the Maikai Mariner restaurant where the
French Mitardie put on an excellent dinner.
We also went to the very famous Bloody Mary’s
restaurant, which was in fact pretty ordinary and
very commercial, before moving to the eastern
side of the lagoon to the Motu Anau where we
anchored off the beach with all of 25cm under the
keel… but that wasn’t our problem as mentioned
earlier. There we experienced a great lunch
ashore and several minutes of uninterrupted
snorkeling with a group of 20 or so rays.
Our Tahiti experience on the yacht culminated at
anchor in the lagoon back on the western side
where we enjoyed our diligently saved bottles
of Châteauneuf-du-Pape and the special duck
confit meal that exceeded all expectations.

Tahiti ticks all the boxes: the logistics are easy,
notwithstanding the inconvenience of the arrival
and departure times caused by the airline
schedules; the local airline operates very slick
ATR French prop jet aircraft; the people are
friendly and the history is really fascinating.
In the light of the worldly pleasures on offer in
Tahiti, Fletcher Christian and his mutineers can
hardly be blamed for refusing to leave this very
beautiful part of the world!

Top: Bora Bora lagoon.
Above: Beach
barbecue on a Motu
(coral island) in Bora
Bora lagoon.
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The annual Members
Car Show took
place on 16 July.
It was a glorious day
and hundreds of
Members and their
friends admired the
spectacular display
of vintage and modern
classic cars. Photos
by Paul Barber.

Members Car Show

New Members
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The Flag Officers and Committee would like to welcome those listed below
to membership of the Squadron
New Member

Proposer

Seconder

METROPOLITAN
MacMahon, Diana
James, Elizabeth
Moss, Glennis
Gunns, Annabel
Dunstan, Jane
Copeman, Alison
Harvey, Alexander
Alcock, Angela
Cranfield, Robyne
Cameron, Lachlan
Wood, Paul
Brown, David
Pang, Bryan
Cairns, Gordon
Creighton-Jones, Alastair
Roberts, Susan
Roufogalis, Basil
Wilson, Kylie

K J Burges
M Harrington
M Harrington
R Evans
J J McCauley
B B O’Connor
J F Howarth
R B Taylor
C B Maclurcan
P Williams
R S W Neil
K G Sansom
G G Hill
W G Newton
L A Walker AO
G Crowle
K Barlow-Stewart
I Kingsford-Smith

P Murphy
B J McFadyen
R T Pearse
R D Hardy
P M Howes
P Murphy
C J Andrew
R Littlewood
D E Jones
J Igoe
J H Wiseman
M A Ross
S H Wall
R C Corbett AO
L P Carr
K D Gojnich
I Quah-Smith
R M Hammond

COUNTRY
Grant, Colin
Barrett, Graham

M C Flynn
J M Waring

G M Kennedy
D V Ross

INTERMEDIATE:
Alexander, Finnian
Croston, Benjamin
Bova, Christian

F M Bethwaite AM
J R Molyneux
M Richmond

M D Osborne
P B Loder
D J Mitchelmore

AFFILIATE
Harvey, Teresa
Brauer, Anne
Loxton, Glenys
Stephen, Beverly
Cox, Kate
Roufogalis, Louise

L Taylor
G Slattery
G T Galt
P Warburtonn
F McGregor
K Barlow-Stewart

I A Hamilton
C Hudson
M S Doyle
P A Marsden
Commodore J Dunstan
I Quah-Smith

YOUTH:
Paul, Max
Warner, Conner
Harvey, Amelia
Harvey, Georgia
Harvey, Chloe
Harvey, Daniel
Harvey, Thomas
Cox, Hamish

K D Gojnich
R M Hammond
L Taylor
L Taylor
L Taylor
L Taylor
L Taylor
F McGregor

Captain D P Edwards
J J Hammond
I A Hamilton
I A Hamilton
I A Hamilton
I A Hamilton
I A Hamilton
W A Cox

The Flag Officers,
Committee and
Members extend their
sympathies to the
families of those recently
deceased Members
listed below:
Finch, Richard Tennant;
Simpson, Derek James;
Bersten, Howard;
Cooper AM,
Gordon Stewart;
Prince AO,
Rudolf George;
Isaksson MC OAM,
Olof Hedley
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50 year Members were
presented with a silver
pin at the 25 year
Members lunch in
July. Back row (l to r):
Richard Small, Lloyd
Waddy, Geoff Jarrett,
Norman Longworth,
Dick (Allan) Olding,
Lance Chapple,
Commodore Richard
Chapman.
Front row (l to r):
Michael Pines and
Robert Powell.
Far right (top): John
Maclurcan greeting
Dick Small and Glenn
Richard at the Beecroft
lunch in June.
Far right (below): the
Literary lunch. Thomas
and Meg Keneally with
Gabrielle Holles.

Seafood Cooking Class:
Chef Ian demystified
topics like local vs
imported, wild vs
farmed, the names by
which fish are sold
and the best cooking
methods. The class
enjoyed tasting Yuzu
cured ocean trout
and pan fried Jewfish
meuniere. Try at home
or on the boat! Photos
Rene Chapman

Club Life

RSYS Activities
September to December

September

Tuesday 5
Wednesday 6
Friday 8
Sunday 10
Wednesday 13
Sunday 17
Wednesday 20
Sunday 24
Sunday 24
Wednesday 27
Wednesday 27

October

Thursday 5
Friday 6
Tuesday 10
Wednesday 11
Thursday 12
Friday 13
Sunday 15
Wednesday 18
Friday 20
Tuesday 24
Friday 27
Sunday 29

November

Friday 3
Sunday 5
Tuesday 7
Wednesday 8
Friday 10
Wednesday 15
Friday 17
Wednesday 22
Friday 24
Sunday 26

December

Friday 1
Sunday 3
Thursday 7
Friday 8
Monday 11
Wednesday 13
Wednesday 13
Thursday 14
Friday 15
Sunday 17
Wednesday 20
Friday 22
Tuesday 26
Sunday 31

AGM, Carabella
Bridge Lesson – Teams Play, Shell Cove Room
Guest Speaker Lunch – David Hill, Carabella
Season Opening Day
Family & Friends Night – Mezze, CCA
Grand Buffet Lunch, Carabella
Wine Appreciation, CCA
Long Lunch – Lamb & Cabernet, Carabella
Sunday Jazz, CCA
Bridge Lesson – Teams Play, Shell Cove
Cruising Seminar & Dinner, CCA
Oyster Talk & Dinner – Craig Smith, NBV
Roof Top Bar
Dinner & Theatre – ‘Beautiful’, Sirius Cove Room
Family & Friends Night – Tapas/Paella, CCA
Cruising Seminar & Dinner, CCA
Roof Top Bar
Grand Buffet Lunch, Carabella
Wine Appreciation, CCA
Roof Top Bar
Guest Speaker Dinner – Americas Cup, Carabella
Roof Top Bar
Sunday Jazz, CCA
Roof Top Bar
Long Lunch – Champagne & Lobster, Carabella
Melbourne Cup Lunch
Family & Friends Night – Curry, CCA
Roof Top Bar
Wine Appreciation, CCA
Roof Top Bar
Cruising Seminar & Dinner, CCA
Roof Top Bar
Sunday Jazz, CCA
Roof Top Bar
Summer Wine Show, Carabella
Bridge Christmas Buffet, Carabella
Roof Top Bar
Cruising Division Christmas drinks
Christmas Dinner & Duplicate Bridge, Carabella
Family & Friends Night – Christmas, CCA
Christmas Dining In Night, Carabella
Roof Top Bar
Children’s Christmas Party
Wine Appreciation, CCA
Roof Top Bar
Boxing Day Ferries & Lunch
NYE Dinner, CCA
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Squadron
Crested Goods

Card Players
Calendar 2017

Item

September

Price

Mens/Ladies Cotton Polo

$90

Long Sleeve Mens/Ladies Dry Polo

$93.50

Hoodie

$126 50

Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday

Fleece Vest

$180

October

Mens/Ladies Kiama Jacket

$260

Mens/Ladies Technical Short

$155

Sailing Visor

$26.50

PFD

$140

Sailing Gloves

$17

RSYS branded Zhik sailing gear

Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday
Monday

November

Other items

4
7
11
14
18
21
25
28

Mixed Bridge – supervised
Rubber
Mixed Bridge
Duplicate
Mixed Bridge – supervised
Rubber
Mixed Bridge
Duplicate

2
5
9
12
16
19
23
26
30

PUBLIC HOLIDAY – no Bridge
Rubber
Mixed Bridge
Duplicate
Mixed Bridge – supervised
Rubber
Mixed Bridge
Duplicate
Mixed Bridge

2
6
9
13
16
20
23
27
30

Rubber
Mixed Bridge – supervised
Duplicate
Mixed Bridge
Rubber
Mixed Bridge – supervised
Duplicate
Mixed Bridge
Teams

V-Neck Jumper

$135

Submariner Jumper

$176

Rugby Jersey

$88

Baseball Cap

$31

Beanie

$20

Wide Brim Hat

$30

Thursday
Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday

Sunglass Strap

$16.50

Dinner & Duplicate Social Bridge Evenings

D-Loop Belt

$73.50

Cufflinks

$27.50

Wednesday 13 September
Wednesday 11 October
Wednesday 8 November

Club Silk Tie (Members only)

$79.50

$60 per person

Ladies Scarf

$71.50

Notes on Card Dates:

Lapel Pin

$5.50

Squadron History Book Volume 2

$13.50

Burgees in various sizes

$33-92

Squadron Buttons

$7.20-8.50

Members receive a 10% discount
Prices include GST

All items are available from the RSYS Retail
Store in the Sailing Office reception area.
A limited range is also available from the Fort
Denison Cellar.

1. Helen Huggins 9439 7394.
2. First & Third Thursday – Price $30 includes
sandwich luncheon.
3. Second & Fourth Thursdays – Price $30
includes sandwich luncheon.
4. Social Mixed Bridge is played on Monday
afternoons in the Shell Cove Room. Bookings
should be made by Friday of the preceding week
and where possible in pairs to facilitate play.
All welcome.
5. Members wishing to make permanent
bookings for 2017 are requested to complete the
special form for this purpose, available from the
reception desk.

House
Information

Children: Under the age of 12 years and in the
company of an adult, are expected to dress in
an appropriate manner. Jeans and sneakers are
not permitted.

Children

Careening Cove Anchorage

Breakfast – Monday to Friday 7.30am-10.30am.
Saturday and Sunday 7.30am-11am.
Lunch – Monday to Friday 12pm-2.30pm.
Saturday and Sunday 12pm-3.30pm.
Dinner – Saturday 5pm-9pm.
Cook your own BBQ
Saturday 12pm to 9pm.
Sunday 12pm to 4pm.
Due to the popularity of the facilities, bookings
are recommended and may be made through
Reception on 9955 7171.

The Dining Room

Lunch – Monday to Friday 12pm-2pm.
Dinner – Monday to Friday from 6pm,
seated by 8pm.

Squadron Grand Buffet

The Buffet is held on the 3rd Sunday of each
month for Lunch from 12.30pm and quarterly
on Saturdays for dinner at 6.30pm.

Main Bar Hours

Monday to Friday from 12pm.

Reception Hours

Whilst there is someone attending the telephone
24 hours a day it is important to ensure correct
information is given and received, that Member
inquiries (reservations for restaurants, Bridge,
functions, events or accommodation) are made
during reception hours.
The House Reception is manned Monday
to Friday from 8am to 6pm and on Weekends
from 8am until 4pm.

Children, 12 years and over, in the company
of a Member are permitted in the Clubhouse
between Monday and Friday. Children of all
ages in the company of a Member, are welcome
during weekends and school holidays.

Guest Sign-In Requirements

Members are reminded that under the Royal
Sydney Yacht Squadron By-Laws the names
and addresses of Members’ guests must be
entered into the Guest Register on arrival.
This is also a requirement of the Registered
Clubs Act which allows for significant penalties
for non-compliance.
It is also a requirement of the Registered Clubs
Act that a guest must remain in the reasonable
company of the Member and not remain on the
Club premises any longer than the Member.

Accommodation

House Rooms
Eight furnished House rooms, some with
breathtaking views of Sydney Harbour. Minutes’
walking distance to Sydney rail and ferries.
Waterfront Apartments
Five fully furnished, serviced apartments with
Harbour frontage, only minutes’ walking distance
to Sydney rail and ferries. Disabled access to the
apartments is not available.
All House rooms and apartments are decorated
with nautical memorabilia and international yacht
club burgees. Members and their guests can
enjoy full use of the Squadron’s services and
facilities.

Members and their guests are advised that
all areas within the Clubhouse are smoke-free
zones. Receptacles for extinguishing cigarette
butts are placed at entrances to the Clubhouse.

Deposits:
A non-refundable deposit of $100 (or one
night’s room rate whichever is the lesser) per
room, per stay, is necessary at the time of
booking (this deposit may be transferable to
another date provided written notice is given
14 days in advance and approved by the
Secretary). A full list of rooms and rates is
available from the Members section of the
website www.rsys.com.au.

Dress Regulations

Mobile Phones

For urgent business outside of these hours
please ask to speak to the Manager on duty.

Smoking

Careening Cove Anchorage
Smart casual dress is acceptable. Jeans,
sneakers and sailors in sailing gear are welcome.
Neutral Bay Verandah
Ladies: Shirt or blouse, dress, skirt or tailored
pants, shoes.
Gentlemen: Open neck collared shirt, long
trousers, shoes and socks. Although not
necessary, most gentlemen prefer to wear
a jacket.

Members please be aware that the use of mobile
phones is prohibited in the Squadron Clubhouse.
This also includes the Careening Cove area,
Terrace and Shellcove Room as well as the
Carabella Room and Bars. Please advise any
staff member if you are made aware of any
breach of this regulation.
SMS and the use of silent smart phones are
permitted.
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Diomedea sailing from Rodoya toward the Svartissen glacier, north of the Artic Circle.

